CABLE TIES – SPIRAL WRAP

AMP® FLEXI-BLOCK MODULAR TERMINAL BLOCK SYSTEM

Assemble terminal blocks to custom requirements in seconds:
1. Pull out the number of block assemblies required from die-cast tooling
2. Cut the track with hacksaw or cutting tool two spaces longer than unit. Slip the block assembly into the track 3. Insert end stops and assembly is complete.

USER'S KIT - Consists of 25 pcs Flexi-Block terminal block, 12 end stops and (2) 12" pcs. of track. Complete kit.

PROFESSIONAL KIT - No. 6 kit consists of 100 ea. P/N 604111-1 track 3 ft. long. Complete kit.

COPPER BUS BAR - 0.125" x .5" Wide

Price Subject to Change Without Notice

AMP® SPIRAP SPIRAL PLASTIC TUBING

Spiral plastic tubing is a fast and economical way to bundle wires and harnesses. It is designed to protect wire insulation for the life of the circuit even under severe vibration. Spirap tubing obtains its gripping ability from the memory of the plastic. When 1/4" diameter Spirap is wrapped around a 3/4" diameter wire bundle, the Spirap tubing tries to return to its original 1/4" diameter. This is effective gripping the wire bundle. Flame retardant polyethylene. Color—white. Diameter range: 3/16" to 2". Discount: 20% less on orders of 100 feet.

STA-KON ELECTRICAL TERMINALS

STA-KON ELECTRICAL TERMINALS

NYLON BULKHEAD SEALS

Nylon Bulkhead seals are used when electrical harnesses or tubing is passed through bulkheads in pressurized and non-pressurized aircraft. Bulkhead Seal, Square, 1-1/8" Hole...

CABLE TIE KITS

STANDARD - Kit includes: 100 low profile blk Cobra® ties, the rugged Cinch&Trim application gun and an instruction manual. Gun applies traditional as well as low profile ties.

HEAVY DUTY - Kit includes: heavy duty Cinch&Trim application gun , qty. 25 Cobra® low profile 1/4 inch 120 lb ties blk . and an instruction manual. Gun applies traditional as well as low profile ties.

CABLE TIE ASSORTMENT PACK

Includes: MS3367-5-9 Cable Ties 5'(15), Cable Ties MS3367-4-9(15), Cable Ties MS3367-1-9(20), Cable Ties MS3367-29(5)

TYTON HORIZONTAL IDENTIFICATION CABLE TIES

Length: 8'; Strength: 50 lbs.

TYTON VERTICAL IDENTIFICATION CABLE TIES

Length: 4'; Strength: 18 lbs.

TYTON MOUNTING CABLE TIES

TYTON MOUNTING CABLE TIES

ADHESIVE AND SCREW CABLE TIE MOUNTS

Part No. Strength Mounting Price/50

CRADLE CABLE TIES

Part No. Strength Mounting Price/50

COBRA® CABLE TIES

With a contoured locking head, the Cobra configuration is safer, more flexible and stronger than existing cable ties. Safer because the (often barbed) stub is now deflected into a pocket at the rear of the head. More flexible because the flat lock section curves into the bundle contour and stronger because the Cobra uses an inline geometry, eliminating the stress points of traditional cable ties. Bundles down to 3/8" diameter and meets new AS 3361 specs. Features pick-proof underside lock & all rounded edges.